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Brew City Match in 2019
PURPOSE
Brew City Match connects new and expanding businesses with quality commercial real estate, business training, and funding 
to fuel the revival of Milwaukee’s commercial corridors.

FOCUS AREAS
Cesar Chavez Drive Business Improvement District #38, Clarke Square
Historic King Drive Business Improvement District #8, Harambee 
North Avenue/Fond du Lac Marketplace Business Improvement District #32, Lindsay Heights 

APPROACH 
The Brew City Match Collaborative conducts open-call competitions to identify investment-ready entrepreneurs, small 
business owners, and building owners, and connects the winners to the cash, space, and business services they require to 
develop capacity, start or grow enterprises, and renovate and lease commercial properties.

BREW CITY MATCH COLLABORATIVE
City of Milwaukee Department of City Development
Columbia Savings & Loan
Greater Milwaukee Committee
Hmong Wisconsin Chamber of Commerce
LISC Milwaukee
Milwaukee Economic Development Corporation
Wisconsin Women’s Business Initiative Corporation

SUPPORTERS
City of Milwaukee Department of City Development
Greater Milwaukee Foundation, Anonymous
JP Morgan Chase Foundation
PNC Bank
Zilber Family Foundation

IMPACT
Transitioned the POP-UP business support program to city leadership
�ďĊÌķÆĴÐÌ�ĴìÐ�ťīĮĴ�ďå�ťŒÐ��īÐœ��ðĴř�TĴÆì�ÆďĉĨÐĴðĴðďĊĮ

213 applicants
59 winners: 50 business owners and nine property owners
92% entrepreneurs of color
80% women-owned businesses

Leveraged $1.8 million in private capital
Loaned $179,000 to small businesses
Created 32 full-time jobs
Developed 70,250 square feet of commercial space
�ĴĴīÆĴÐÌ�ĮðæĊðťÆĊĴ�ĉÐÌðș�ðĊÆăķÌðĊæ��Milwaukee Business Journal insert

INSIGHTS
Competitions generate a high volume of time-sensitive work
Collaboration requires trust, transparency, and right relationships
wĴīÐĉăðĊðĊæ�ăÐĊÌðĊæ�ĨīďÆÐĮĮÐĮ�ĊÌ�ĉĴÐīðăĮ�ÆīďĮĮ�ĉķăĴðĨăÐ�ťĊĊÆðă�ðĊĮĴðĴķĴðďĊĮ�ĴāÐĮ�ĴÐĊÆðĴř
Accountability for high-quality performance must be shared by all partners
Local trends mirror national trends: the majority of applications came from African-American women 
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At the heart of many neighborhoods are 
their commercial corridors, where small 
businesses play a critical role.  These 
corridors are the epicenter of local 
entrepreneurship, employment, and wealth 
ÆīÐĴðďĊș�ĊÌ�ĴìÐř�ĨīďŒðÌÐ�ðĊĴĊæðÅăÐ�ÅÐĊÐťĴĮ�
through services, amenities, cultural 
identity, and social capital.  However, not all 
commercial corridors in the United States 
have the same resources and opportunities 
to thrive.

Brett Theodos, Jorge Gonzáles
Building Community and Wealth in Underserved 
Commercial Corridors, Urban Institute, July 2019  



Introduction

How We Do Business�ðĮ�ĴìÐ�ťīĮĴ�ďå�ĴìīÐÐ�ĨĨÐīĮ�
commissioned by LISC Milwaukee to document and 
assess Brew City Match. It discusses the origins
of the program, its immediate and longer term 
goals, and its approach to community economic 
development. The paper also describes Brew City 
Match’s progress in 2019 and its plans for 2020. 

Brew City Match intends to demonstrate the value 
of concentrating investment in small businesses 
and commercial corridors, while simultaneously 
solidifying the relationships and processes needed 
to promote equitable and inclusive economic 
development. Inspired by Detroit’s Motor City 
Match and led by LISC Milwaukee, Brew City Match 
is supported by a JP Morgan Chase Foundation 
grant of $3.5 million over three years. 

�īÐœ��ðĴř�TĴÆì�ÆďĉĨăÐĴÐÌ�ðĴĮ�ťīĮĴ�åķăă�
year of implementation in 2019. How We Do 
Business describes the program’s activities, 
accomplishments, challenges, and lessons learned. 
The paper also explores aspects of implementation 
ĴìĴș�ďĊ�īÐŦÐÆĴðďĊș�ĉř�ĮķææÐĮĴ�œřĮ�Ĵď�ðĉĨīďŒÐ�
the system of supports available to neighborhood 
entrepreneurs and small businesses. 

The second paper, Doing Business Differently,
will focus on Milwaukee’s community investment 
system—its formal and informal processes and 
policies, the people and institutions most involved, 
the sources and uses of funds, the circumstances 
that facilitate or impede progress, and the like. It 
will document the efforts of the Brew City Match 
Collaborative as together the partners develop
a framework for systems change, formulate 
strategies and action plans, and organize to 
advance improvements. 

}ìÐ�ťĊă�ĨĨÐīș�Deep and Durable Impact, will 
ĊăřšÐ�ĴìÐ�ÐŨÆÆř�ďå��īÐœ��ðĴř�TĴÆìȘ�AĴ�œðăă�
assess the program’s impact on local businesses, 
commercial corridors, and the city’s community 
investment ecosystem. In addition, Deep and 
Durable Impact will discuss plans for sustaining 
Brew City Match—programmatically as well as 
ťĊĊÆðăăřȰœìÐĊ�ĴìÐ�ðĊðĴðă�ÌÐĉďĊĮĴīĴðďĊ�ÆďĉÐĮ�
to a close.
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Brew City Match uses local knowledge and 
coordinated investment to support small 
businesses, restore once-vibrant commercial 
corridors, and enhance the effectiveness of 
Milwaukee’s community economic development 
ecosystem. Using both collaboration and 
competition, Brew City Match connects 
entrepreneurs, small business owners, and building 
owners to the resources they require to develop 
capacity, start or grow businesses, and rehab and 
lease commercial properties. 

Brew City Match currently prioritizes investments 
ăďĊæ�ĮĨÐÆðťÆ�īÐĴðă�ĮĴīðĨĮ�ðĊ�ĊÐðæìÅďīìďďÌĮ�
adjacent to the downtown business district: 
Clarke Square, Harambee, and Lindsay Heights. 
Beginning in 2020, the Collaborative will add Near 
West Side to the mix. The program operates at the 
level of individual transactions, using an open-call 
competition to identify investable opportunities 
and establish a pipeline of deals to spur small 
business growth and commercial real estate 
development. 

Over the course of three years, Brew City Match 
will provide grants and loans to 90 businesses, 
deliver training and technical assistance to an 
equivalent number, match 45 businesses to 
storefronts and other properties, improve 40 
commercial properties, and make grants and loans 
to 40 property owners. It will also supply capital 
to 40 under-represented and under-resourced 
entrepreneurs, and create or retain 350 quality 
jobs. 

Brew City Match also operates at the systems level, 
having assembled and activated a cross-sector 
�ďăăÅďīĴðŒÐ�ÆďĉĨīðĮÐÌ�ďå�ðĊŦķÐĊĴðă�ăÐÌÐīĮ�ĊÌ�
institutions in Milwaukee’s community investment 
world. The Collaborative’s partners reach deep into 
neighborhoods; identify and incubate promising 
ÅķĮðĊÐĮĮ�ðÌÐĮ�ĊÌ�ĨīďĨÐīĴðÐĮț�ĊÌ�ĮķĨĨăř�ťĊĊÆðă�
and other sources of support. Along the way, 

ĴìÐř�ĮìīÐ�ĴÆðĴ�āĊďœăÐÌæÐ�ĊÌ�ÐŘĨÐīĴðĮÐș�ťæķīÐ�
out solutions to emerging problems, and identify 
patterns that point to a structural opportunity or 
barrier. 

AĊ�ǡǟǠǨș�ĴìÐ�ťīĮĴ�řÐī�ďå��īÐœ��ðĴř�TĴÆì�
implementation, the partners focused on forming 
the Collaborative, clarifying the program’s 
purpose, establishing a set of shared priorities, 
standing up a program of work, and conducting 
ĴìÐ�ťīĮĴ�ÆďĉĨÐĴðĴðďĊȘ�AĊ�ǡǟǡǟș�ĴìÐ��īÐœ��ðĴř�
Match Collaborative will give greater attention 
to the larger context within which community 
economic development occurs in Milwaukee. 
The core partners and their allies will investigate 
“the enabling environment of policies, practices, 
and relationships” to see what facilitates project 
success and what stands in way; they will use their 
collective experience to identify problems and 
create or propose solutions. 

Over the longer term, the Brew City Match 
Collaborative wants to boost the impact of 
ðĊÌðŒðÌķă�ðĊŒÐĮĴĉÐĊĴĮș�ðĊŦķÐĊÆÐ�ĴìÐ�ÌðĮĴīðÅķĴðďĊ�
and use of funds, and promote a culture that lifts 
up and incentivizes entrepreneurship and small 
business development in neighborhoods. Only 
in the last few years has community economic 
development ceased to be the red-headed 
stepchild to downtown development in Milwaukee. 
�īÐœ��ðĴř�TĴÆì�œĊĴĮ�Ĵď�ťĊăðšÐ�ĴìÐ�ÌďĨĴðďĊȘ�

Purpose
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History

Brew City Match traces its origins to the 
:īÐĴÐī�TðăœķāÐÐ��ďĉĉðĴĴÐÐș�Ċ�ŨĊðĴř�
group of the city’s corporate leadership, 
and to MKE United. MKE United’s Strategic 
Action Agenda calls for intentional 
ÐååďīĴĮ�Ĵď�ÐĊĮķīÐ�ĴìĴ�ĴìÐ�ÅÐĊÐťĴĮ�ďå�ɄǤ�
billion in downtown  investment extend 
to surrounding neighborhoods. The 
organization’s role in Brew City Match has 
evolved over the years. Today MKE United 
serves as a strategic partner and ”…as 
cheerleader, champion, [and] incubator of 
ideas.”

In 2017 MKE United organized a site visit 
to Detroit for its staff, LISC Milwaukee, 
several Common Council members, 
and community leaders to learn about 
Motor City Match. Shortly thereafter, 
LISC Milwaukee announced an interest 
in adapting the Detroit program to the 
local context and sought grant support 
for that purpose. The pilot, called RAMP 
UP, launched six months later, supported 
by a grant from JP Morgan Chase’s PRO 
Neighborhoods program.

The African American Chamber of 
Commerce of Milwaukee, LISC Milwaukee, 
the Milwaukee Department of City 
Development, and the Wisconsin Women’s 
Business Initiative Corporation joined 
forces to revitalize distressed retail 
properties on commercial corridors using 
façade grants and white box grants. They 
also assisted promising entrepreneurs 
through RISE, a 14-week culturally 

contextualized entrepreneurship academy, 
and by helping them locate in temporary 
“pop up” spaces in vacant but visible 
storefronts. 

RAMP UP prototyped Brew City Match, 
īðĮÐÌ�ĴìÐ�ĨīďťăÐ�ďå�ÅķĮðĊÐĮĮ�ðĉĨīďŒÐĉÐĊĴ�
districts, and directed attention to 
the city’s commercial corridor team. 
The Department of City Development 
subsequently integrated aspects of RAMP 
UP into the mix of municipal services 
available to business and neighborhood 
improvement districts. Today Brew City 
Match involves core partners and allies, 
ðĊÆăķÌðĊæ�ťŒÐ��ďĉĉķĊðĴř�#ÐŒÐăďĨĉÐĊĴ�
Financial Institutions, three (soon to be 
four) Business Improvement Districts, 
MKE United, and the Department of City 
Development. 

The Brew City Match Collaborative partners 
share responsibility for the program’s 
design, implementation, performance 
standards, and impact. Each institutional 
partner is also responsible for certain 
program offerings, such as lending and 
technical assistance provision. The group 
meets monthly to develop the program, 
participate in peer learning, and plan 
open-call competitions for resources.
The Collaborative’s partners determine 
the winners of cash in the form of grants 
or loans, business services, space and 
renovation assistance. They also draw 
on their institutional standing and 
networks to promote Brew City Match and, 
through their other lending and technical 
assistance, contribute to meeting Brew 
City Match program metrics. 
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Brew City Match Collaborative

CITY OF MILWAUKEE DEPARTMENT OF CITY DEVELOPMENT
The mission of the Department of City Development is to improve the quality of life in Milwaukee 
by guiding and promoting development that creates jobs, builds wealth and strengthens the urban 
environment, and at the same time respects equity, economy and ecology. The Department has 
dedicated $1 million in public funds to Brew City Match through its white box and façade programs. It is 
also managing Pop-Up MKE, contributing to the pipeline of commercial projects, troubleshooting City 
processes when needed, and coordinating courtesy inspections for commercial properties. 

COLUMBIA SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
ZīæĊðšÐÌ�ðĊ�ǠǨǡǣș��ďăķĉÅð�wŒðĊæĮ�ĊÌ�OďĊ��ĮĮďÆðĴðďĊ�œĮ�ĴìÐ�ťīĮĴ�ĉðĊďīðĴřȭďœĊÐÌ�ĊÌ�ÆďĊĴīďăăÐÌ�
lending institution in Wisconsin. Its mission is to serve the underbanked community in Milwaukee with 
competitive rates, home mortgages, and consumer and business loans. Columbia’s involvement in Brew 
�ðĴř�TĴÆì�œĮ�ÌÐăřÐÌ�ðĊðĴðăăřț�ðĴ�ìĮ�ĮðĊÆÐ�åķăťăăÐÌ�9#A��ÅďīÌ�ăÐÌÐīĮìðĨ�īÐĪķðīÐĉÐĊĴĮ�ĊÌ�ĉÐĴ�OAw��
UĴðďĊă�ťĊĊÆðă�ĮĴĊÌīÌĮȘ�wĴīĴðĊæ�ðĊ�ǡǟǡǟș��ďăķĉÅð�œðăă�ÅÐæðĊ�Ĵď�ÌÐĨăďř�ɄǣǤǟșǟǟǟ�ðĊ�īÐă�ÐĮĴĴÐ�
ăďĊĮ�Ĵď��īÐœ��ðĴř�TĴÆì�œðĊĊÐīĮȘ���ĊÐœăřȭìðīÐÌ�ÅĊā�ďŨÆÐī�œðăă�ĨīĴðÆðĨĴÐ�ðĊ�ĴìÐ��ďăăÅďīĴðŒÐ�ĊÌ�
manage lending relationships; Milwaukee Economic Development Corporation will underwrite loans. 

GREATER MILWAUKEE COMMITTEE
An originator of Brew City Match, Greater Milwaukee Committee’s MKE United Initiative focuses on 
creating an environment that supports entrepreneurship and inclusive economic growth. In addition 
to serving as a liaison to the region’s corporate leadership and facilitating relationships with elected 
ďŨÆðăĮș�ĴìÐ�:īÐĴÐī�TðăœķāÐÐ��ďĉĉðĴĴÐÐ�ďĨÐīĴÐĮ�Ĵœď�ÅķĮðĊÐĮĮ�ĮĮðĮĴĊÆÐ�ĨīďæīĉĮș�ÅďĴì�ĮķðĴÐÌ�Ĵď�
graduates of Brew City Match. SPARC is training program for early-stage small businesses with annual 
īÐŒÐĊķÐĮ�ďå�ɄǠǟǟșǟǟǟ�Ĵď�ɄǠ�ĉðăăðďĊȘ�wÆăÐ��Ĩ�ðĮ��ìðæì�æīďœĴì�ĴīðĊðĊæ�Ĩīďæīĉ�åďī�ÅķĮðĊÐĮĮÐĮ�œðĴì�
ĨĨīďŘðĉĴÐăř�ɄǠ�ĉðăăðďĊ�Ĵď�ɄǠǟ�ĉðăăðďĊ�ðĊ�ĊĊķă�īÐŒÐĊķÐț�ðĴĮ�ĮÐĮĮðďĊĮ�åďÆķĮ�ďĊ�ăÐÌÐīĮìðĨ�ÆĨÆðĴřș�
ĮăÐĮ�ĊÌ�ĉīāÐĴðĊæș�ďīæĊðšĴðďĊă�ÌÐŒÐăďĨĉÐĊĴș�ĊÌ�ťĊĊÆÐĮȘ�

HMONG WISCONSIN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
The Hmong Wisconsin Chamber of Commerce delivers capital and economic development assistance in 
business planning, market analysis, marketing strategies, and business operations to small businesses. 
It acts as an advocate for the Hmong and Southeast Asian communities in Wisconsin regarding business 
ĊÌ�ÐÆďĊďĉðÆ�ðĮĮķÐĮș�ĊÌ�ìĮ��ĮĴīďĊæ�ĨīÐĮÐĊÆÐ�ðĊ�TðăœķāÐÐ�ĊÌ��ĮðæĊðťÆĊĴ�ìðĮĴďīř�ďå�ĉāðĊæ�ăďĊĮ�
to other ethnically diverse businesses. Over the term of the grant, the Chamber will underwrite loans 
ĴďĴăðĊæ�ɄǢǤǟșǟǟǟ�Ĵď�ÆďĉĨÐĴðĴðďĊ�œðĊĊÐīĮ�ĊÌ�ÌÐăðŒÐī�ðĊÌðŒðÌķăðšÐÌ�ĴÐÆìĊðÆă�ĮĮðĮĴĊÆÐș�ĨīÐȭ�ĊÌ�ĨďĮĴȭ
loan. 
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Brew City Match’s networked structure and collaborative approach are shaped by current circumstances and, for 
the most part, suited to the program’s purpose. The arrangements take advantage of local assets, leverage the 
ðĊŒÐĮĴĉÐĊĴĮ�ďå�ťĊĊÆðă�ðĊĴÐīĉÐÌðīðÐĮ�ĊÌ�ĨăÆÐȭÅĮÐÌ�åķĊÌÐīĮș�ĊÌ�ĮÐĴ�ĴìÐ�ĮĴæÐ�åďī�åķĴķīÐ�æīďœĴì�ĊÌ�ÐŘĨĊĮðďĊȘ

LISC MILWAUKEE
LISC Milwaukee leads Brew City Match. Its role in Brew City Match is that of coordinator of the 
collaborative, responsible for all aspects of program development and administration, grants 
management, and data assembly and reporting. LISC Milwaukee is a neighborhoods-focused, 
community development expert that transforms distressed neighborhoods into healthy and sustainable 
communities of choice and opportunity. It mobilizes corporate, government, and philanthropic 
resources and provides loans, grants, equity investments, and technical and management assistance 
Ĵď�ÅÐĊÐťĴ�ĊÐðæìÅďīìďďÌĮȘ�wðĊÆÐ�ðĴĮ�ðĊÆÐĨĴðďĊ�ðĊ�ǠǨǨǤș�OAw��TðăœķāÐÐ�ìĮ�ðĊŒÐĮĴÐÌ�ɄǠǣǣ�ĉðăăðďĊ�ðĊ�
ÆďĉĉķĊðĴř�ÌÐŒÐăďĨĉÐĊĴ�ĨīďþÐÆĴĮ�ðĊ�ĴìÐ�ÆðĴřș�ăÐÌðĊæ�Ĵď�ɄǤǟǦ�ĉðăăðďĊ�ðĊ�ĴďĴă�ÌÐŒÐăďĨĉÐĊĴș�ĊÌ�ĴìÐ�
ÌÐŒÐăďĨĉÐĊĴ�ďå�ǡșǢǦǟșǠǨǧ�ĮĪķīÐ�åÐÐĴ�ďå�ÆďĉĉÐīÆðă�ĮĨÆÐ�ĊÌ�ǡșǦǢǣ�ååďīÌÅăÐ�ìďĉÐĮȘ�

MILWAUKEE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
9ďķĊÌÐÌ�ðĊ�ǠǨǦǠș�TðăœķāÐÐ�'ÆďĊďĉðÆ�#ÐŒÐăďĨĉÐĊĴ��ďīĨďīĴðďĊ�ĨīďŒðÌÐĮ�ÅÐăďœȭĉīāÐĴ�īĴÐ�ăďĊĮ�ðĊ�ĴìÐ�
TðăœķāÐÐ�īÐȘ�AĴ�åďÆķĮÐĮ�ďĊ�ĉðĊďīðĴř�ĊÌ�åÐĉăÐȭďœĊÐÌ�ÅķĮðĊÐĮĮÐĮș�œìðÆì�ĉāÐ�ķĨ�Ǣǟ�ĨÐīÆÐĊĴ�ďå�ðĴĮ�
Ʉǡǟ�ĉðăăðďĊ�ðĊ�ĊĊķă�ăÐĊÌðĊæȘ��TðăœķāÐÐ�'ÆďĊďĉðÆ�#ÐŒÐăďĨĉÐĊĴ��ďīĨďīĴðďĊ�ìĮ�ĨăÐÌæÐÌ�Ĵď�ăÐĊÌ�ɄǠȘǡ�
ĉðăăðďĊ�Ĵď�ÅķĮðĊÐĮĮÐĮ�ðĊ�ĴìÐ�TN'��ĊðĴÐÌ�īÐș�ðĊÆăķÌðĊæ�ĴìÐ�ĴīæÐĴÐÌ�ÆďĉĉÐīÆðă�ÆďīīðÌďīĮș�ǡǟǠǨ�Ĵìīďķæì�
ǡǟǡǡȘ�AĴ�ðĮ�ăĮď�ĨīďŒðÌðĊæ�ÌðīÐÆĴ�ăďĊ�ÆĨðĴă�ĊÌ�ÆĨðĴă�Ĵìīďķæì�ðĴĮ�ĨīĴĊÐīĮìðĨĮ�Ĵď��īÐœ��ðĴř�TĴÆì�
businesses, as well as funding and managing the loan loss reserve.

WISCONSIN WOMEN’S BUSINESS INITIATIVE CORPORATION
wðĊÆÐ�ǠǨǧǦ��ðĮÆďĊĮðĊ��ďĉÐĊȸĮ��ķĮðĊÐĮĮ�AĊðĴðĴðŒÐ��ďīĨďīĴðďĊ�ìĮ�ĮĮðĮĴÐÌ�ǥǤșǧǠǡ�ðĊÌðŒðÌķăĮș�ăďĊÐÌ�
ɄǦǥ�ĉðăăðďĊ�Ĵď�ĮĉăăȭÅķĮðĊÐĮĮ�ÅďīīďœÐīĮș�ĊÌ�ìÐăĨÐÌ�ÆīÐĴÐ�ĊÌ�īÐĴðĊ�ǠǥșǣǦǤ�þďÅĮȘ�AĴ�ÌÐăðŒÐīĮ�ÅķĮðĊÐĮĮ�
ÐÌķÆĴðďĊ�ĊÌ�ĴÐÆìĊðÆă�ĮĮðĮĴĊÆÐș�tÐŒďăŒðĊæ�OďĊ�9ķĊÌĮș�ĊÌ�w���OďĊĮș�ĊÌ�œďīāĮ�œðĴì�ĴìÐ�:īÐĴÐī�
Milwaukee Committee to prepare entrepreneurs for investment through the SPARC program. It has 
ĨăÐÌæÐÌ�ɄǠȘǤ�ĉðăăðďĊ�ðĊ�ÆÆÐĮĮ�Ĵď�ÆĨðĴă�åďī�ÅķĮðĊÐĮĮÐĮ�ðĊ�ĴìÐ�ĴīæÐĴÐÌ�īÐĮȘ�AĴ�ðĮ�ăĮď�ĴìÐ�Ĩīðĉīř�
provider of Brew City March business planning and support services.

BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT DISTRICTS
Brew City Match relies on the leaders of three business improvement districts: Historic King Drive BID, 
UďīĴì��ŒÐĊķÐȥ9ďĊÌ�Ìķ�OÆ�TīāÐĴĨăÆÐ��A#ș�ĊÌ��ÐĮī��ìŒÐš�#īðŒÐ��A#Ș�}ìÐ�UÐī��ÐĮĴ�wðÌÐ��A#�œðăă�ÅÐ�
ÌÌÐÌ�Ĵď�ĴìÐ�ĉðŘ�ðĊ�ǡǟǡǟș�œìÐĊ��åďķīĴì�ÆďīīðÌďī�ðĮ�ĴīæÐĴÐÌ�åďī�ðĊŒÐĮĴĉÐĊĴȘ��A#Į�ÌðīÐÆĴďīĮ�ĮķĨĨăř�ďĊȭ
the-ground insight, develop vacant property lists, identify possible projects, participate in the business 
selection process, match winners with property owners, and help property owners apply for buildout 
and façade improvement funding. Their efforts are data-informed, starting with parcel-level survey 
ÌĴ�ÆďăăÐÆĴÐÌ�ðĊ�ǡǟǠǧ�ķĮðĊæ�OďŒÐăĊÌ�}ÐÆìĊďăďæðÐĮ�ĮďåĴœīÐ�ĊÌ�ÌÌðĊæ�ĉīāÐĴ�ĮĴķÌðÐĮ�ÆďĉĉðĮĮðďĊÐÌ�
Åř��īÐœ��ðĴř�TĴÆì�ĊÌ�ÆďĉĨăÐĴÐÌ�Åř��ĊÌÐœăăÐ�ɪ��ĮĮďÆðĴÐĮ�ðĊ�ǡǟǠǨȘ
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Focus Areas

CESAR CHAVEZ 
DRIVE BID 38
The Chavez Drive business 
district is surrounded 
by Milwaukee’s oldest 
neighborhoods of Walker’s 
Point and Clarke Square. The 
district is a commercial drive 
located on 16th Street Avenue 
on Milwaukee’s near southside. 
It embraces traditions, old and 
new, in an ongoing effort to 
maintain the area’s vitality and 
spirit. The drive is home to a 
variety of traditional Mexican 
American restaurants and 
clothing shops. From vintage 
Latin clothing to gourmet 
Mexican cheeses, Cesar Chavez 
Drive offers an abundance of 
choices for those who want more 
than the traditional shopping 
experience. El Rey Foods, the 
region’s largest and best-known 
cultural supermarket, is located 
on the Drive. It is also one of 
the largest producers of corn 
ĊÌ�Ŧďķī�ĴďīĴðăăĮȘ�AĊ�ĴìÐ�ăĮĴ�Ǣǟ�
years, the Drive has become the 
destination point for Wisconsin’s 
Hispanics and for cultural foods, 
clothing, and products. 

MARKETPLACE 
BID 32
Established in 2004, the 
Marketplace BID 32 was one of 
ĴìÐ�ťīĮĴ��A#Į�ðĊ�ĴìÐ�ÆďķĊĴīř�Ĵď�
focus its mission on how the 
environment affects businesses 
and business practices. The 
Marketplace BID works to reduce 
environmental waste through 
promotion of healthy business 
and healthy living projects 
that have environmentally-
centered goals, such as waste 
remediation, recycling, and 
energy and water conservation 
projects. Because of its location 
in Lindsay Heights, the city’s 
ťīĮĴ�'�ZȭUÐðæìÅďīìďďÌș�ĴìÐ�
district is well-positioned to 
advance environmental projects. 
It is home to several health and 
wellness entities, including 
the Fondy Farmers Market, 
Walnut Way Conservation Corp., 
Johnsons Park, Alice’s Garden, a 
�T���ťĴĊÐĮĮ�ÆÐĊĴÐīș�ĊÌ�ĮÐŒÐīă�
community medical clinics.

HISTORIC KING DRIVE 
BID 8
Since its 1982 inception, the 
mission of the Martin Luther 
King Drive District has been 
to foster a culture that enjoys 
a trendy and authentic retail 
experience while attracting 
businesses that embrace a 
commitment to hard work 
and strong character that the 
neighborhood was founded on. 
The business district abuts and 
supports the Bronzeville Cultural 
District. In the past 15 years, 
the area has seen over $400 
million in new development. BID 
members and the residents of 
Harambee and Brewer’s Hill are 
working together to cultivate a 
thriving community like no other 
in Milwaukee. 

The commercial corridors at the heart of Brew City 
Match are located in MKE United’s footprint—in the 
neighborhoods adjacent to the downtown business 
district.  All three corridors have nodes of promising 
activity that need a bigger boost; committed Business 
Improvement Districts and community support; and 
philanthropic investment that can be leveraged. 
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Approach

AĊ�ĴìÐ�ťīĮĴ�řÐī�ďå�ĴìÐ�Ĩīďæīĉș�ĴìÐ��īÐœ��ðĴř�
Match Collaborative established the Brew City 
Match brand; created website content and 
materials in English and Spanish; agreed on a 
common application and winner selection criteria; 
used Loveland Technologies to map commercial 
properties and Submittable to facilitate online 
application and review; publicly launched the 
program at a storefront in a business improvement 
district; and, through earned and social media, 
raised awareness of Brew City Match, especially 
among Milwaukee’s business press. 

The partners also designed a sophisticated yet 
user-friendly competitive process for selecting 
small businesses and property owners to receive 
ťĊĊÆðă�ĊÌȥďī�ĴÐÆìĊðÆă�īÐĮďķīÆÐĮȘ��ĨĨăðÆĊĴĮ�
would be routed to one of two tracks: a business 
owner track open to businesses looking to launch 
or expand a business to another location; and a 
building owner track open to commercial property 
owners to improve or lease vacant property. 

Entrepreneurs and small business owners would 
ÅÐ�ÐăðæðÅăÐ�åďī�ťĊĊÆðă�ĮĮðĮĴĊÆÐ�ĊÌ�ÅķĮðĊÐĮĮ�
planning, space and site location services. Building 
owners would be eligible for grants and loans, 
assistance in designing and leasing space and, 
through the city’s façade and white box grant 
ĨīďæīĉĮș�ťĊĊÆðĊæ�ďī�æīĊĴ�ĮķĨĨďīĴ�Ĵď�īÐìÅ�ĊÌ�
build out properties. 

LISC Milwaukee would screen applications for 
completeness and eligibility (no liquor stores 
or other “sin” businesses; no warehouses 
or storage facilities; taxable property or 
tax revenue generating businesses only); 
distribute applications to the reviewers for 
online assessment; and convene meetings to 
discuss applicants’ strengths and shortcomings. 
Orientation, and the completion of formal 
agreements, would follow the selection of winners. 

}ìďķæì�ĊďĴ�œðĴìďķĴ��åÐœ�ìðÆÆķĨĮș�ĴìÐ�ťīĮĴ�ďå�œìĴ�
will be semiannual Brew City Match competitions 
æīĊÐīÐÌ�ĮðæĊðťÆĊĴ�ĨķÅăðÆ�ĴĴÐĊĴðďĊȘ��AĴ�ăĮď�
attracted strong applications: 213 business and 
property owners submitted applications, and 59 
were selected as winners—50 entrepreneurs and 
small businesses and nine property owners. Of 
these, 92 percent were entrepreneurs of color; 
and 80 percent were women-owned businesses. 
In addition, across the Collaborative in 2019, Brew 
City Match leveraged nearly $2 million in public and 
private funding; loaned $179,000 to six businesses; 
delivered other assistance to 71 businesses; and 
created 32 full-time jobs. 

In discussing applications, Brew City Match 
Collaborative partners observed that “people
see ‘cash’ and want that, not business planning;” 
and noted “stark differences [in the quality of 
applications] between those with a business plan 
versus those that didn’t [have one].” They also 
ÐŘÆìĊæÐÌ�ťīĮĴìĊÌ�āĊďœăÐÌæÐ�ďå�ĴìÐ�ĨĨăðÆĊĴĮș�
drawing on past experiences and sharing 
ðÌðďĮřĊÆīĴðÆ�ÌÐĴðăĮ�ĴìĴ�œďķăÌ�ĊďĴ�ďĴìÐīœðĮÐ�ťĊÌ�
their way into decision-making. The partners noted 
the importance of supporting existing businesses 
ďĊ�ĴìÐ�ÆďīīðÌďīĮș�œĊĴðĊæ�Ĵď�ȵťĊÌ�ďķĴ�œìĴ�ĨÐďĨăÐ�
[operating businesses] need and want” in order to 
develop services and supports. 

Revisions to the competition for 2020 respond 
to these and other lessons learned. Adjustments 
include making it easier to distinguish between 
property owners seeking tenants and those 
seeking buildout assistance, encouraging not-
quite-ready businesses to apply for technical 
assistance rather than cash, emphasizing that 
businesses can apply sequentially for different 
kinds of assistance, and requiring that certain 
documents, such as business plans, be uploaded 
with initial applications. 
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GRANT AND PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION
• Announced the JP Morgan Chase PRO Neighborhood grant of $3.5 million that formally 

established Brew City Match

• Executed Memoranda of Understanding and grant agreements with Brew City Match partners 
that specify expectations and deliverables

• Secured commitments from the City of Milwaukee to continue operating Pop-Up MKE and to 
allocate $1 million in public funds to Brew City Match

• Organized local Business Improvement Districts to assist with Pop-Up MKE, support façade and 
white box applications, and participate in Brew City Match

• �ďĊĴīÆĴÐÌ�œðĴì�ÅīĊÌðĊæ�ĊÌ�œÐÅ�ÌÐĮðæĊ�ťīĉĮ�ȧ�ďǢ�ĊÌ��ðæ�Tq:�īÐĮĨÐÆĴðŒÐăřȨ�Ĵď�ÆīÐĴÐ�ĴìÐ�
Brew City Match brand, logo, and website

• Retained Lloyd Consulting, Inc. as the local evaluator and decided on an assessment plan

• qīĴðÆðĨĴÐÌ�ðĊ�ďĊăðĊÐ�ĉÐÐĴðĊæĮ�œðĴì�ĴìÐ�ĊĴðďĊă�ÐŒăķĴďīș��ÅĴ��ĮĮďÆðĴÐĮș�Ĵď�ÆďĊťīĉ�
expectations and learn about the PRO Neighborhoods database

AĊ�ĴìÐ�ťīĮĴ�řÐī�ďå��ĴìīÐÐȭřÐī�Ĩīďæīĉș�ĴìÐ��īÐœ��ðĴř�
TĴÆì��ďăăÅďīĴðŒÐ�ĨīĴĊÐīĮ�ÆďĉĨăÐĴÐÌ��ăďĊæ�ĊÌ�
ŒīðÐÌ�ăðĮĴ�ďå�ÌĉðĊðĮĴīĴðŒÐ�ĊÌ�Ĩīďæīĉ�ÌÐŒÐăďĨĉÐĊĴ�
ÆĴðŒðĴðÐĮȘ��wďĉÐ�œÐīÐ�īďķĴðĊÐ�ĨīďþÐÆĴ�ĮĴīĴķĨ�ĴĮāĮț�
ĮďĉÐ�œÐīÐ�ĉďīÐ�ÆďĉĨăðÆĴÐÌ�ĊÌ�ĮĨÐÆðťÆ�Ĵď�ĴìÐ�
ĨīďæīĉȘ

Accomplishments
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PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
• Convened the BIDs for the commercial corridors to develop lists of properties and, in 

ÆďĊĮķăĴĴðďĊ�œðĴì�ĴìÐ��A#Įș�ĮÐăÐÆĴÐÌ�ťŒÐ�ĨīďĨÐīĴðÐĮ�åďī�ĴìÐ�ťīĮĴȭīďķĊÌ�ÆďĉĨÐĴðĴðďĊ

• Invested early in three real estate projects: a Jamaican restaurant, an art-and-wellness 
gathering space, and the buildout of a business incubator space and headquarters for the 
African American Chamber of Commerce of Wisconsin

• Issued a Request for Proposals and commissioned Vandewalle & Associates to produce 
market analyses for two of the BIDs

• Met monthly to develop the design and process for the competition, establish the application 
process, determine eligibility and scoring criteria, and produce competition materials

• Streamlined deal making and referrals by creating common loan documentation and 
developing a roster of professionals prepared to assist businesses and building owners

• Organized a mix of resources on two tracks—one for business owners, the other for building 
ďœĊÐīĮȰĊÌ�ÌÐŒÐăďĨÐÌ�ĨīďÆÐĮĮ�ŦďœÆìīĴĮ�ĊÌ�æķðÌÐăðĊÐĮ�åďī�ÅďĴì�ĴīÆāĮ

• OķĊÆìÐÌ�ĴìÐ�ťīĮĴȭīďķĊÌ�ÆďĉĨÐĴðĴðďĊ�ďĊ�LķĊÐ�Ǣș�ǡǟǠǨ�œðĴì��ĨīÐĮĮ�ÆďĊåÐīÐĊÆÐș�ďĴìÐī�ŒðĮðÅðăðĴř�
events, corridor tours, and earned and social media campaigns

• Screened and evaluated 213 applications using Submittable, an online grants management 
software package, conducted review sessions, and collaboratively made selection decisions

• Selected 59 winners: 31 to receive free business planning assistance, 15 to receive location 
selection support, four to receive design assistance and modest grants up to $5,000 to build 
out spaces and cover start-up expenses, and nine to receive grants and loans to prepare 
properties for occupancy

In these ways over the course of 2019, the partners established Brew City 
Match and implemented an action plan for achieving its initial goals and 
objectives. They leveraged their relationships and expertise, and existing 
ĊÌ�ĊÐœ�ĮďķīÆÐĮ�ďå�ťĊĊÆðĊæș�Ĵď�ĮķĨĨďīĴ�ÐĊĴīÐĨīÐĊÐķīĮìðĨ�ĊÌ�Įĉăă�
business development. They created a pipeline of projects and aligned 
investments to take advantage of community assets, taking care to lift 
up local business leadership and respect local preferences. The partners 
ăĮď�ÌÐĨăďřÐÌ�ÆĨðĴă�ĊÌ�ďĴìÐī�īÐĮďķīÆÐĮ�Ĵď�ÅÐĊÐťĴ�ĮĨÐÆðťÆ�ÆďĉĉÐīÆðă�
corridors, aiming to demonstrate the value of strategically focused 
ÆďĉĉķĊðĴř�ðĊŒÐĮĴĉÐĊĴȘ�}ìÐĮÐ�ÆĴðďĊĮș�ĴìÐř�ìďĨÐș�œðăă�ÐŘĴÐĊÌ�ĴìÐ�ÅÐĊÐťĴĮ�
of downtown business development to collar communities and move 
Milwaukee closer to realizing an equitable and inclusive economy.
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Winners

Of 213 applicants, Brew 
City Match selected
59 small businesses 
and property owners 
Į�œðĊĊÐīĮ�ďå�ĴìÐ�ťīĮĴ�
competition.  The 
partners help the 
winners obtain the 
resources needed
to grow enterprises, 
renovate buildings, and 
activate neighborhood 
business districts.
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Niche
Bookbar

Elevated
Healing

Donut 
Monster

Donut Monster crafts 
ÌďĊķĴĮ�œðĴìďķĴ�īĴðťÆðă�
ÆďăďīĮ�ďī�ŦŒďīĮș�ķĮðĊæ�
organic fruit concentrates 
and, whenever possible, 
hometown ingredients.  
9ðĊĊÆðĊæ�Ĵìīďķæì�ĴìÐ�
Cash Track, coupled with 
marketing and space 
design services, will 
enable Donut Monster to 
set up shop in a renovated 
storefront in the Historic 
King Drive district.  The 
owners, Jackie and Sara 
Woods, participated in 
a special workshop on 
licensing and permitting 
for restaurants hosted by 
Milwaukee’s Commercial 
Corridor Team, and 
welcomed a city site 
assessment to determine 
eligibility for additional 
resources.  No doubt 
Donut Monster will attract 
conventioneers, along with 
its Harambee neighbors, 
this summer.  

A winner in the Space 
Track, LaTasha Tharp of 
Elevated Healing offers 
massage therapy and 
other services at a Pop-Up 
TN'�ĮìďĨ�ďĊ�ĴìÐ�9ďĊÌ�Ìķ�
Lac corridor in Lindsay 
Heights.  Business owner 
Tharp says that “massage 
is not luxury; it is a part of 
a stress management plan” 
that leads to “wellness 
for the mind, body, and 
spirit.” Tharp received a 
curated list of available 
real estate, a tour of 
properties, guidance 
on site selection, and 
advice about commercial 
leases.  She also attended 
�ťĊĊÆðĊæ�œďīāĮìďĨ�
sponsored by the Hmong 
Wisconsin Chamber of 
Commerce, a Collaborative 
partner specializing in 
small business lending.  

Cetonia Weston-Roy, a 
winner in the Business 
Planning Track, is clear 
about the inspiration for 
Niche Book Bar & Creative 
Space: her lifelong passion 
for reading and desire 
that African-American 
children have easy access 
to books with characters 
“that look like them...that 
don’t come from a place 
of trauma.”  She wants to 
provide that—and create 
a joyful gathering space 
for families, a place for 
birthday parties, baby 
showers, and other 
celebrations.  Weston-
Roy says the program’s 
business classes, planning 
assistance, and expert 
review of her plan 
strengthened her capacity 
ĊÌ�ìÐī�ÆďĊťÌÐĊÆÐȘ
Collaboration partner 
Wisconsin Women’s 
Business Initiative 
Corporation sees the 
Niche as one of the top 
ťŒÐ�ÅķĮðĊÐĮĮÐĮ�īÐÌř�åďī�
advancement.

�Įì�}īÆā wĨÆÐ�}īÆā �ķĮðĊÐĮĮ�qăĊĊðĊæ�}īÆā
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THE RETREAT
Business owners Dasha and Kima Hamilton 
believe that “A retreat is both position and 
place. It’s the pause we take along the 
way to reassess plans and, sometimes, 
realign our very selves.”  With this vision 
and a values-based business model, the 
Hamiltons used Brew City Match grant funds 
and design services to create The Retreat.  
Located on Historic King Drive, The Retreat 
is an appealing venue and ideal place for 
receptions, live music, poetry readings, 
and the like.  The rentable space currently 
features an event gallery, breakout areas, 
meeting rooms with conference equipment, 
�ȵŦďĴðĊæ�ÌÐĮāȶ�ĮìīÐÌ�ďŨÆÐș�ĊÌ��ĨďÌÆĮĴ�
studio.  A “whoosah” room—a place to smash 
pottery, throw paint balloons, and otherwise 
decompress—is in the works. 

Business Owner Spotlight
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Brew City Match draws economic 
development partners out of 
institutional silos, bringing 
them together to operate 
more cohesively as a system. 
Its approach is presenting 
entrepreneurs with opportunities 
to create sustainable incomes; its 
focused investment is revitalizing 
historic commercial corridors 
in business districts adjacent to 
downtown. In these and other 
ways, Brew City Match seeks 
to address wealth disparities 
and mitigate the threat of 
displacement from unprecedented 
development in downtown 
Milwaukee.

Beth Haskovec
qīďæīĉ�ZŨÆÐī
LISC Milwaukee



Building Owner Spotlight

EL REY ENTERPRISES
Owned by community-minded El Rey Enterprises, the 
commercial space at 1037 South Cesar Chavez Drive 
anchors the corner of South Cesar Chavez Drive and West 
Washington Street.  It is a top site for Pop-Up MKE, a 
program that supplies “temporary space for opportunity,” 
where entrepreneurs can test the viability of business 
ideas, attract customers, and create the kind of buzz that 
validates.  In recent months, the storefront has hosted 
three Pop-Up MKE businesses: Artesenia, importer of 
artisan pottery from Guanajuato, Mexico; Four the City, 
purveyor of distinctive t-shirts, hoodies, and jeans; and 
LUNA, a collective of 27 Latinx artists who organize 
gallery showings, workshops, and other events. Brew 
City Match paired a $15,000 grant with a City white box 
grant to renovate of the 4,750 square foot building, and is 
helping secure a long-term tenant for the corridor.  
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Insights

Most new collaborative programs encounter 
challenges early on, usually matters of trust, 
communications, and right relationships. Here, 
years of working together and leveraging one 
another’s investments stood the Collaborative 
in good stead. Prior experiences meant that, for 
many of the partners, the trust and transparency 
that diminish institutional territoriality and 
facilitate collective action were already in place. 

As Brew City Match expands, as it will in 2020, 
it will be important to deepen relationships and 
reinforce the sense of shared purpose. The 
ĨīĴĊÐīĮ�ĉř�ăĮď�ťĊÌ�ðĴ�œďīĴìœìðăÐ�Ĵď�ÌÌīÐĮĮ�
issues that arose but went unaddressed, now that 
the pressures of startup are behind them. The 
sheer volume of time-sensitive tasks at the outset 
taxed the capacity of all Collaborative partners, 
none more so than LISC Milwaukee. 

A case in point: responsiveness to requests for 
input or review of materials varied tremendously 
across the partners, occasionally due to the 
need for quick turnaround, but more often due 
to differences in capacity and sensitivity to 
deadlines. Most community development projects 
ķĊåďăÌ�ĪķðÐĴăřț�ĴìðĮ�ååďīÌĮ�ĉĊæÐīĮ�ĴìÐ�ŦÐŘðÅðăðĴř�
to adjust with relative ease and little fanfare. In 
contrast, open-call competitions have public, 
ĊÌ�ĴìÐīÐåďīÐ�ťŘÐÌș�ÌÐÌăðĊÐĮȘ�}ìÐ�ĊĴķīÐ�ďå�

competitions, and the number of affected parties, 
reduce the degrees of freedom for those charged 
with keeping projects on track. In the case of Brew 
City Match, the burden of meeting expectations 
and deadlines fell disproportionately on only a few. 

}ìĴ�åďķī�ďå�ĴìÐ�ťŒÐ�ÆďīÐ�ĨīĴĊÐīĮ�ÐŘĨÐīðÐĊÆÐÌ�
turnover in Brew City Match-related positions 
complicated matters. The program’s collaborative 
structure and the distribution of responsibilities 
muted the impact of staff changes; even so, the 
prevalence of vacancies suggests that some level 
of soft redundancy may be warranted.

Going forward, the Collaborative partners 
would do well to hold each other accountable 
to high standards of performance and reliable 
participation. The activities of the next several 
months—to effectively deploy grant and loan funds 
and deliver the right technical assistance at the 
right time, while also conducting another round 
of competition—will be demanding. They will 
determine the short-term success of Brew City 
Match and, in the long run, the likelihood that the 
results will lead to improvements in the community 
investment system.
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Up Next
AĊ�ĴìÐ�řÐī�ìÐÌș�ĴìÐ��īÐœ��ðĴř�TĴÆì��ďăăÅďīĴðŒÐ�œðăă�ÆďĊĴðĊķÐ�ĴìÐ�Ĩīďæīĉ�ÆĴðŒðĴðÐĮ�ĴìÐ�
ĨīĴĊÐīĮ�ĮĴīĴÐÌ�ðĊ�ǡǟǠǨȘ�}ìÐř�œðăă�ăĮď�īÐťĊÐ�ĮĨÐÆĴĮ�ďå�ĴìÐ�Ĩīďæīĉ�ĊÌ�ÌÌ�ĊÐœ�ĮÐīŒðÆÐĮ�ĊÌ�
ĮķĨĨďīĴĮș�ÅĮÐÌ�ďĊ�ĴìÐ�āĊďœăÐÌæÐ�æðĊÐÌ�Ĵìīďķæì�ĨīÆĴðÆÐ�ðĊ�ĴìÐ�ťīĮĴ�řÐī�ďå��īÐœ��ðĴř�TĴÆìȘ�
AĊ�ÌÌðĴðďĊș�ďŒÐī�ĴìÐ�ÆďķīĮÐ�ďå�ǡǟǡǟș�ĴìÐ�ÆīďĮĮȭĮÐÆĴďī�æīďķĨ�œðăă�ÌÐŒÐăďĨ��åīĉÐœďīāș��ĮÐĴ�ďå�
ĮĴīĴÐæðÐĮș�ĊÌ�Ċ�ÆĴðďĊ�ĨăĊ�åďī�ðĊŦķÐĊÆðĊæ�TðăœķāÐÐȸĮ�ÆďĉĉķĊðĴř�ÐÆďĊďĉðÆ�ÌÐŒÐăďĨĉÐĊĴ�
ĮřĮĴÐĉȘ

GRANT AND PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION
• Work with Collaborative partners to raise additional funds for Brew City Match and develop 

�ĨăĊ�åďī�ðĴĮ�ĨīďæīĉĉĴðÆ�ĊÌ�ťĊĊÆðă�ĮķĮĴðĊÅðăðĴř

• Raise $250,000 in matching funds to draw down $250,000 pledged by JP Morgan Chase 
for the loan loss reserve

• Consider an arrangement with LISC National to leverage up to $20,000 in matching 
support for KIVA loans, most likely through Wisconsin Women’s Business Initiative 
Corporation, a KIVA Fellow and Brew City Match Collaborative partner

• Assess the prospects for transferring program infrastructure to public agencies and 
securing Community Development Block Grant and other public funds for ongoing 
operations

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
• tÐťĊÐ��īÐœ��ðĴř�TĴÆì�ĉĴÐīðăĮ�ĊÌ�ĮÐīŒðÆÐĮȚ�īÐŒðĮÐ�Ĩīďæīĉ�ŦďœÆìīĴĮț�ĮĴīÐĊæĴìÐĊ�

the onboarding process for Brew City Match winners; and create opportunities for winners 
to gather quarterly for support, learn about business services vendors, and participate in 
small-group business coaching

• Add a fourth commercial corridor and business improvement district to the mix; 
implement two rounds of competition to identify small businesses and building 
owners and match them to cash, space, and business services; and continue 
to coach and market the winners of the 2019 competition 

• Promote business improvement districts as retail, restaurant, and 
service destinations and help existing small businesses take advantage 
of the Democratic National Convention in July 

• Investigate and address the needs of existing businesses on 
commercial corridors 

• Create a visual representation and description of 
Milwaukee’s current community economic development 
system that includes Brew City Match, Connect Capital, 
and other place-based economic development 
efforts
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To Learn More

Beth Haskovec 
qīďæīĉ�ZŨÆÐī
LISC Milwaukee
bhaskovec@lisc.org

LISC Milwaukee
www.lisc.org/milwaukee

Brew City Match
info@brewcitymatch.com
www.brewcitymatch.com

JP Morgan Chase & Co. awarded a $3.5 million PRO Neighborhoods grant to Brew City Match.  Included in the award were funds to support 
local and national evaluations.  LISC Milwaukee contracted with Lloyd Consulting, Inc. to serve as the local evaluator.  Lloyd Consulting, Inc., 
which produced this report, is responsible for its content.  The author thanks Beth Haskovec for fact-checking assistance and the Brew City 
Collaborative partners for their engagement.  Without their involvement and dedication to continuous learning, this report would not have 
been possible.


